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She proaK>t gacos&a rays sad the induced activity £roa the reaction 

r^tn.rte120 are studied ior neutron. energy* of 0.2 Mev to 1*91 Mev 

using a tfeX(2l) crystal both as target and detector. She relative cross 

sections calculated from both the prosit p» ray and the induced 

activity data show good agreement. She cross section follows the E-vT1 

JJW for neutron energies lose then about 0.5 Ifev end becomes greater 

than the theoretical value at higher neutron energies, indicating that 

neutrons with jl>o ney become important. Tm ©grea-umt with the data 

of Mart In and 'iasehek ('it lb) is fair. 

©is corrected pulse height spectre from the prompt pas rays 

of energies 1.1 to 7*1 Mery' show no structure. 
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lOTBOBUCnOH 

A neutron QH1 of energy incident on a target nucleus 

can be captured by the nucleus to form the compound nucleus /+1* 

in an excited state. She excitation energy is the binding energy of 

the neutron plus the incident neutron energy? E s For heavy 

nuclei the binding energy is about ? to 8 Mev. She decay of the ex¬ 

cited nucleus occurs by competition among all reactions that are 

energetically possible. One possible sole of decay is the emission 

of one or xssore gases rays. Shis is called radiative neutron capture 

and can be briefly written as z^(titY)%^ 
1
 or ansi 2X^(n,V'). In 

heavy nuclei the X^(n>Y') process is highly probable for neutron energies 

below about 1 Kiev. For higher neutron energies it beeoines less probable 

than scene other processes, especially neutron re-emission XA(n,n)j 

however, it is still appreciable in the intermediate and fast neutron 

energy regions, i.e., 0.001 £ % 5.10 Mev. For energies of a few Kev 

the XA(n,n) reaction cosrpetes on equal terms with the XA(n,V) reactions 

then with increasing energy XA{n,n) overshadow XA(n,Y). At about 

0.5 Mev inelastic neutron re-emission XA(n,n*) begins to conpete. Ifheae 

competing processes, (n,n) andOi,n‘), increase with energy until for 

> io Mev the XA(n,Y) process is completely overshadowed. In the 

present ejapertment we ere interested In the neutron ener©r region of 

0. 1 to 2 Mev for heavy nuclei, namely I^*. A schematic diagram of 

the radiative capture for is shown in Figure 1. 

Study of the (n,f) reaction is of interest because of the in¬ 

formation obtained on nuclear structure. She yield of the reaction, 

1. e., the number of prompt gamma rays per incident neutron, as a function 
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of neutron energy % is measured to study the level structure of the 

compound nucleus. From the capture cross section the level separation 

distance B can he determined (H53)» Radioactivity measurements yield 

similar information. Eie prcerot gamma spectra can he used in some 

cases to determine the gamma decay scherries which give information on 

the character and energy of the levels involved. 2he binding energy 

of the neutron also cm he obtained {F53, p.256). On the more practical 

side, the data on (n,V) reactions is used in the design of reactor 

shields (B55a) and in other technological applications. 

She capture of a neutron may lead to a stable isotope so that 

only the preset gamma-ray emission can he observed. However, in many 

cases the product nucleus, having an excess of neutrons, is unstable 

to negative beta emission, or in a few cases to positive beta emission 

or K capture, so that both the radioactivity and the prompt gassm 

emission can be used to observe the reaction. An example of the latter 

case is produced by the reaction ^gl12^ n, which is the 

subject of this research report. 

Shore are several methods used to study the (a,Y) reaction. 

Among these the pair spectrometer as described by XLnsoy (K55 and 

references therein} is a fruitful technique for gossan energies above 

3 Mev. Mots (53a, 115%) used a lens spectrometer to measure the energy 

of photo-electrons ejected from a converter by the prompt gasaaa rays in 

the region 0.3 - E 3 Mev. A eoirrptoa-electron spectrometer has been 

used recently to measure preset gassaa spectra of many elements (1555 

G55). Photographic emulsions loaded with deuterium can also be used 
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to detect prompt gammas by the reaction Hs( /^pn), hut with less accuracy 

than with the preceding techniques (1450} . Some work, though not exten¬ 

sive, has been done using a Ial(2?l) scintillation spectrometer to de¬ 

tect the prompt gama rays (P52, 1152, 353, H53> K55). This technique 

was used in the present ejiperimeat. 

The purpose of the work described in this paper can be briefly 

stated as l) to observe both the prompt gasaaa rays and the radioactivity 

of the reaction I^(nfY using the Hal ( EL} scintiHatioa spectro¬ 

meter, 2) to calculate the relative cross section o~(n}T) sad the gsmaa- 

ray spectra, cad 3) to compare these quantities with theory end with 

similar data obtained by others. The information obtained will be use¬ 

ful where the Ilal(EL) scintillation spectrometer is applied to other 

neutron work. 



RADIA2IVE mmm CAPTURE 

She probability for the occurrence of the nuclear reaction 

X-^(n,OxA+1 is the cross section denoted by er{n,Y) and defined as 

number eantures/target nucleus/second (l) 
* SS’er"inSdent 

She cross section as a function of neutron energy cm he determined 

frost esq?eritaent« A relative measure is singly the number of captures 

per incident neutron. 

Suelear theory gives the variation of the cross section with 

energy. For widely spaced resonances a good fit to the experinontaL 

data can he obtained with formulas of the Breit-Wigaer type. .However, 

the level spacing D tends to decrease with increasing mass number A so 

that for heavy nuclei and neutron energy 0.1 to 3 Kev S is the order of 

a few electron volts. Sesonanees overlap and con no longer be resolved 

with presently available neutron beams. She spread Al% in the beaa 

energy is greater than the level spacing D. Essentially, there is a 

continuum of levels. When this occurs, resonances in the cross 

section are no longer observed and rinsr) becomes a smoothly varying 

curve with neutron energy, fhen the average cross section for Jt« 0 

neutrons is given by (F33, p.276) 
•p-rr'1' ^\l U 

(2) 
__ 2“lT C P. Pr 
W 

where X # ^ and X is Idle wave length of the incident neutron, P is the 
total level width at the excitation energy involved, is the partial 

width for neutron re-emission, and Q is the partial width for .gsasaa-* 

ray emission, 

Using the relations (B52, p.t76) X Ea
a, and the 



fact that D is essentially constant, then the following approximations 

from equation (2) are evident if we assume that the main reactions 

possible are (n,7) and (n,n) such that P 2 TK -V 
: 

~ r* pY » v\ (35 

O~(*»>Y) ~ p ~ n» py (**■) 
rj is essentially a constant and (Vo .1 ev for heavy nuclei (F53> 

p, 321j BJ2, p.lyO), at least to the region 0.5 Mev. She transition 

between the £^t dependence and the E^1 dependence cesses for PA o; ^ . 

This occurs with neutron energy of a few Kev for heavy nuclei (B52, 

p. 4.78)» Therefore, only the EL^1 dependence is expected to apply to 

the region under consideration. 

a o 
For heavy nuclei Blatt and Weicskopf (B52) have found — ~ 10 

which gives <r(n,Y)'v' 10 cm® for 1 Mev neutrons. Shis estimate agrees 

with the essperimental data of Hughes, Garth, and Levin {H53) who made a 

systematic survey of <r%nPX) for En 1 Mev for 6l isotopes. A plot of 

0~ (a,7 ) at 1 Mev versus mass number A shows that for heavy nuclei A ^ 120, 

the cross section is about constant at 0.1 b (l0“2^ cm2) except for 

"magic” nuclei which have anomalously small cross sections. These workers 

also surveyed the available data on cr(n,7) as a function of neutron 

energy to the region 0.1 ^ En ^ 10 Mev and found that the relative values 

seemed to roughly follow a ^law. However, there were SOBS exceptions. 

When the state formed by neutron capture decoys by gamma-emissiott, 

the excitation energy is carried off either by a direct transition to 

the ground state or by several cascades through lower levels to the 

ground state. Since the transition probability for a primary gemssa ray 
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of energy Ey and order!is proportional to E^+1, transitions of large 

energy are favored. Shis fact together with the selection rules for 

parity and angular amentum of the levels means that only a few of the 

levels of the compound nucleus are involved in any one cascade. For 

may light and medium weight elements where the level spacing is re¬ 

latively large, the prompt gamma spectrum shews distinct line structure; 
however, in most heavy elements the level spacing is smaller End there 

are many different cascades so that little line structure can be re¬ 

solved in the gamma spectrum. The analysis of such spectra becomes 

complicated and less useful for giving information on nuclear structure. 



EPROCEDURE MB APPARATUS 

A Hal(Tl) crystal scintillation spoetroiiater ms used to study 

the reaction. Baler (B55) used this technique to observe 

the prompt gamma-ray spectrum fro® pure iodine bombarded with thermal 

neutrons. Martin and fasehek (M53b) used a clear lal(2l5 crystal as 

a target and then observed the induced activity by placing the crystal 

on a photo-miltiplier tube, hence, using the crystal as target and de¬ 

tector. In the present experiment a 1” a ln Hal (21} crystal has been 

used both as the target and as the detector; however, throughout the 

experiment the crystal was left mounted oa the photo-multiplier tube. 

In this manner presort capture geaam rays from the decoy of the excited 

I nucleus could be measured during the bombardment process, and 

1S8 then the induced activity of the I " could be measured with the beam 

off. Two sets of data - the prompt gssm yield and the induced activity 

were thereby obtained from which the relative cross section <r{n,Y) for 

the I f {»,Y')XJ'e? reaction could be independently calculated, 

She scintillation spectrometer technique has the advantage of 

being sialic sad convenientj however, there are some disadvantages. 

She efficiency is lot? for a small crystal. She resolution is also low 

for high onergy gamma rays since detection depends on the Cbaptoa and 

pair production effects. For instance, the resolution is much poorer 

than that for the pair spectrometer (K55)» Hence, with the scintilla¬ 

tion spectrometer, rays closely spaced in energy often cannot 

be resolved and the preset gamma spectra show smooth structure. The 

present use of the scintillation spectrometer has the advantage of 

better’ efficiency for detection of the prompt gemma rays produced inside 
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the scintillation crystal and the almost 100 per cent efficiency for 

detection of the beta activity of 

There is only a single stable isotope of iodine, X^?, and of 

sodium, Ha^J therefore, no isotopic problem is encountered. She 

thallium (Si) contest is ^0*5 per cent. Hence, the suitability of 

this crystal as a target is determined by the relative cross sections 

of Ila^ and X^" for radiative capture. Hughes (H53) gives (for neutron 

energy ^ 1 Mev) that tr(n>Y) ~ 107mb for end <r(»,Y) ~ 0.29 Bib for 

Ha * Hence, the effect due to MsP^ is ~ 0.27 per cent and can be 

neglected. The effects due to the thallium content, the aluminum 

crystal cup, etc., are even less. 

The efficiency of the Ifel(Tl) crystal for detecting a gem®. 

ray produced ot some point inside it can be confuted from the linear 

absorption coefficient^A(E^ of laX(Tl) and the geometry of the crystal 

under the assumptions that neutrons are Gestured uniformly througiiout 

the crystal and that there is no correlation between direction of the 

incident neutrons and the directions of the emitted gams rays. Some 

calculations have been done (Mgfe, B55)* Since a very tedious numerical 

integration, must be performed, the efficiency is usually determined 

e;05erimsntally or calculated approximately. A rough approbation 

(M53®) esa be obtained by assuming that all of the gema originate 

at the center of the crystal) then the efficiency € is given by 

£ ^ t — < c 
—•>• (Hr) X > a.Mcr^qe 

Cs) 
where M{E J-) is the linear absorption coefficient of Ifol(Tl) for 



and X Is the distance from the center of the gamma rays of energy E ^} 

crystal to the surface. This egression can be emended by Maclaurln’s 

series to give __ x. _ ^ 
$ - yU(Ev) X - X -V--- 

(6) 

where X is the average distance from the center of the crystal to the 

surface. Using 6 =(E J,)X introduces an error of about 3 per cent in 

the approximation. The average distance X can be calculated tilth elemen¬ 

tary calculus and is 0.55" for1 the 1” x 1" (dimeter x length) crystal. 

The linear absolution coefficientyU(Er) for Ifel(Tl) is given by P. E* 

Bell (B55b) and Is shot® in figure 2. 
IPQ 

flic radioactive decay sch&m of X ~~ has bom investigated by 

Bencaer, Farrelly, Hearts, and Vu (B56), and is shot® in figure 1. The 

maximum energy beta observed is 2.120 Mev and occurs in 76.0^ of the 

decays. Since the range of this particle in lal(Tl) is about 3 sm and 

since the efficiency of detecting low energy photons is relatively 

high, then the detection efficiency for the activity is almost 100 per 

cent. 

After detection and amplification in the scintillator-photo- 

multiplier system, the pulses enter a preamplifier and then the 20 

channel pulse height analyser# See the schematic diagram in Figure 3. 

For preset gamaa-ray seasurossats the analyser was calibrated with I.33 

fy% 

Mev gamma rays from & Co source so that the gestna spectra covered 

the energy range 1.1 ± Er^ ‘f. 'l Mev and had a channel width ds » .3 

Mev. Since tide range included the tail of the beta activity, back¬ 

ground measurements with no beam were made for 100 seconds before each 
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FIGURE 3 
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neutron activation period. Tha end point of this background activity 

should be at about g.X M&v and this ms found to be the case. For 

measuring the activity the analyser was calibrated with 0.6£>X Mev 

xw germs from a 69 source so that the portion of the activity spectrum 

observed was in the energy range .33 ilri l*h Mev. She analyser ms 

further calibrated for channel width with a 6&*cyel® sweep pulse ©asasra?- 

tor. 

Tbs neutrons used to bombard the target were obtained by 

bas&ardins a natural liMua sretal target with moo-energetic protons 

accelerated by ®ie lies Destitute 6 Mev Fan do Graaff generator. She 

reaction is Id?(p#n)Be? end has been investigated mainly by ©asehek and 

Bemmendinger Shey give the cross section to about ±10 par cent, 

ffise lithium metal ms evaporated onto a well-cleaned .030” tantalum 

blank mile in plane in the accelerator vacuum system, fhe Faraday CM 

holding the Li-2a target ms coapletely lined with tsatalm to prevent 

any stray beam from striking the brass of the cup. Tbs thickness of 

the Id was estimated to be ©bout 11 Kfev to 2.3 iiev protons from previous 

data on the rise in yield at threshold, fhe oner©* of the protons was 

determined accurately by measuring the Held, of the analyser magnet with 

a proton resonance magnetometer and calibrating the energy scale with 

threshold measurements on Ll^(H*n)Be? and Tbs energy 

of tlae neutrons corresponding to a given proton bombarding energy ms 

obtained from tables prepared by Langsdorf* Monahan, and fieardoa (LJt). 

Tbs neutrons produced have a small energy spread due to the 

finite thickness of the Li target, but neglecting this effect the 
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neutrons from Li*(p,a)Be7 are monoenergetic for a small energy range only. 

For neutron energies less than 0.1201 Mev (proton energy 1.882 <:. 

1.921 Mev) there is a low energy group of neutrons in the forward 

direction in addition to the main group due to the center-of-maos motion 

of the system. Above 120.1 Kev the cone is open and the neutrons are 

monoenergetic in the forward direction, until at neutron energy of 

O.655 Mev (Sp = 2.378 Mev) when a second group of neutrons is observed 

due to excitation of the .^35 Mev level in Be®. The intensity of tills 

low energy group relative to the main group varies from about 1 per cent 

at threshold to about 10 per cent at Bp s 2.75 Mev and then remains at 

this intensity up to 1% — 5. k Mev (B55e}» On the basis of the cx’oss 

section for in the compilation by Goldsmith, Ibser, and 

Feld (G^7), the contribution of this low energy group to the cross 

section measurements would be of the order of h to 15 per cent. 

The number of neutrons reaching the crystal from other sources 

is negligible. The walls and ceiling are at a large distance and the 

floors are thin aluminum over a nine foot earth pit. The experiment is 

done at the end of a long tube about 30 feet from the energy analyser. 

The overhead apparatus support is thin aluminum. 



ANALYSIS OF DA2A 

fho number off gamma-ray counts recorded in each channel of 

the analyser was corrected for background effects* Counts due to 

protons striking the tantalum target backing were measured at various 

proton energies before the lithium target was ovmovpod.. Gamma-ray 

counts due to the reaction ld/(p*Y)Be^ were estimated from the data of 

Bair sad co-workers (B5Sa) normalised to two measurements below the 

li%#n) threshold. Both of these corrections were relatively small. 

A larger correction was made to the number off counts in the first 
128 four channels to account for the activity off the X . She taster off 

counts to subtract m& calculated from a Measurement off the activity 

background immediately before the activation period and sssasuressente 

on the activity after the activation period. 

She data corrected for background effects was also adjusted 

for variation in the detection efficiency off the Hal(H) scintillator 

with gansaa-rsy energy using the approiiraatioa e^/A(Br) X and the 

data on yu(My) shown in Figure 2. Small corrections'were also made 

for variations in the channel widths. A typical corrected gemma-ray 

spectrum is siimm in Figure $0 examine tendencies in the gamma 

spectra they were oil nor-noli sea to the some value in channel 6 and 

tabulated in fable 1. 

Resonances appear in the data off channels 1, 2, 3, and h for 

neutron energy off about 0*2* 0.35? 0.62, 1.11, and 1*91 Mev. Attests 

were made to explain these by ructions off protons or neutrons with 

the nuclei present. A satisfactory explanation aay require further 

ejjperimeatal work, fhese resonances tail off into higher channels, 
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out their effect is not significant above 2 Mev. If before normalisa¬ 

tion to channel 6 the spectra are normalises to unit neutron fins and 

plotted, then the curves fall one beneath the other for increasing 

neutron energy* fhis is ejected since the cross section for radia¬ 

tive capture decreases vith increasing msrgy. 

Ewan the corrected gam®»rey data the relative cross section 

for the radiative capture can be calculated. By dafini* 

tion (Scn.l) the cross section can, be written 

and &SL is the solid angle subtended by the SaX(3?l) crystal at the 

neutron source* fhe cross section ^4°0)
 given by laschek and 

given by 

approximately as 
Aty ^ VCX, 
^ to e 

where I is the masher of beam current integration units, K is the 

couloiabs per* integration unit, e is the coulombs per proton, and tD 

is the integration tine. 



Ik. 
A hi. 

The number of radiative captures per second can be calcu¬ 

lated from the corrected gamma-ray data. Because of the irregularities 

in the data for gamma energy less than 2*3 Mev (see Table l)* an 

accurate calculation must be based on the data above this energy where 

the spectra are well-behaved. Assuming that the prompt gamma spectrum 

shape changes very little* then the total number of gamma rays emitted 

is proportional to the total number of corrected gamma counts above 

(10) 

2.3 Mev. The number of captures per second can then be written as 

dt v> "t® 
where If Y is the total number of corrected counts above 2.3 Mev observed 

in time t0, is the average number of observed gamma rays per capture* 

and c is a constant. The cross section can now be given by the ex¬ 

pression t , 
x C€ N/ 

KT'M) = —    (X1) 
v W x N1U, dJL 

where c, e* K* 13^* %127, &_/}_ are all constants if the geometry and 

electronics of the experiment remain fixed. If the number of observed 

gsnana rays per capture is assumed to be constant* and if the same num¬ 

ber of units of beam I is used in each measurement* then the relative 

cross section can be calculated from the relation 

crt">r) ~ 3&) (12) 
The total pronpt gamma rays above 2.3 Mev* 3^* is plotted in Figure 6. 

along with, the cross section 07, i(0°). The relative cross section 

is shown in Figure 5, The relative statistical deviation in 

jHr the prompt gamma data calculated froa the relatione—.vas less than 

one per cent. 
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She relative cross section for radiative capture can also he 

calculated froa the measurement® on the induced activity. Consider 

the bombardment of 1^? with neutrons to produce the unstable nucleus 

I*4** * If A is the number of 212^ nuclei activated per second, H is 

the number of active 2^u nuclei at tiiae t, and A» T^“ is the distategra- 
*| gA 

tion constant for I , then the change in I in time dt is given by 

m a Mt - \ Kdt 

Assuming A is cone tent, integration of tliio relation gives 

A/ ~XtH -xt‘ H-) « 5 -+ ZIo e 

ufaare % is the number of nuclei at t a o and % is the number after 

activation for t^ seconds, Shis can be singly written 

% 3 %+% 

where % is the number of nuclei activated by neutron capture in 

seconds, and 0^, is the auaiber of .residual nuclei remaining from the 

masher IQ after % seconds* If the activation stops at %, then for 

t> tx the number of active nuclei It! is given by 

M ^ = Hi © 

** 4e -4- %e 

= 4-4-4 
Mfferentlatioa then yields. 

4v = 
which means that the activity at time t is the sum of that due to neu¬ 

tron c^ture in time t^ plus the residual activity present at t = c. 

It the efficiency tot detection of the activity is 6, then the da served 

counting rates are given by 
R- e dt 

T? ^ 
) ‘AT C ^ 



16. 
where By is obtained by est»s©o3LaMag the curve of the previous activa¬ 

tion. Hear the rate of capture A con he calculated from the observed 

counting rates. At t « t^ 

(^*)t= - = - ACi - e" ^0 

80 ttet h tl3) 

A= - b^V0'* 5 ‘ 
and then . -U), 

^ _ 6 (l - e"l*') 
where the counting rates, (S)tx and (Hr)tx> are found by extrapolation 

of the observed activity data to time fw. . 

IR-k 
A relative measure of the activation A is given by  j ■ 

where the factor I is to normalise the data points to unit beam current 

since the protean beam cannot be maintained exactly constant over every 

activation period even though the activation time % is held constant* 

She relative activation is plotted ia Hgure 6. 

She cross section for the reaction can be calcu¬ 

lated from the activation A since by definition (Ban.l) 

,   A   tOr~{*)Y) —• JN* 
JMH ** X 

(Ih) 

where -jf is the number of neutrons incident on the crystal per second 

and S^IST is the mate* of I12^ nuclei per ea2. She quantity 

was defined previously (B$a.8) except that now the time is the activa¬ 

tion time tx rather than t0* Substituting for A and , the ex¬ 

pression for the cross section than becomes 

&t>Cr (KVt,+ crCv'.O — 
eKl J^uv |sJi»v* C£^h; (o*) dJl(t-evt‘) 

Cl?) 

where X, e, K are known constants and <Q— .(0°) is a known function 
U(f*) 



1?, 

of the proton energy. If the geometry ©id electronics of the e^erimsnt 

remain fiased ©id If the length of each estivation period Is the eases * 

then the quantities &XL * %12T, 8j&, and t± are constants. She 

relative cross section can then he calculated fro® the relation 

cr(»,y) ^ -U\, t_^-)t, 
1 0^1,4 U“) ( ' 

which amounts to dividing the relative activation of figure 6 by the 

tsoom cross section of IdJ(p,n) also shown, in Figure 6. !Eha results 

are plotted in Figure 5* 

fhe statistical error in the counting rate measurements calcu¬ 

lated from the relation is ebont 1 to 3 per 

cent* Errors due to other activities were snail since the observed 

half-life was very closely 1500 seconds* the half-life of 1*^°, 



IESCUSSIQI OP BESISSS 

fke two determinations of the relative cross section for the 

(nsy)X
J‘^u reaction star good agreement throughout the neutron 

energy* region investigated* (See figure 5*) A possible es^lambios 

for the structure in the curve at 0*5 to 0»? Mav is that the 

cross section for 2d/{p,n) is changing rapidly (figure 6) end any 

slight shift in the location of the resonance will change the rela¬ 

tive capture cross section considerably. She use of a good neutron 

flaw: monitor would eliminate the latter prdblcsa, 

fiiis good. agreessenb between prompt gaisms and activation cross 

sections suggests that the average number of observed gaassa rays per 

capture mist not change significantly. Otherwise, the cross section 

feter&dnad from prasspt gonm data would deviate from that detesained 

' from activation data. Agreement also laeaaa that the detoetion of 

prompt gsasa rays tilth a scintillation speetreeaeter might be used to 

study radiative capture in other dements especially those which give 

a stable product nucleus. 

file relative cross section data agrees fairly well with that 

of Martin and fasel'iek (M53b), especially in the region G«8£ % £ 1.6 

fifev. fhey oaly carried their work to 1.6 Jlev. IlonafLisation to their 

data gives -an absolute cross section scale in hams (3Xf®4 cs^)» 

fiio relative cross section data follows the b lav? wen for 

neutron energies less than about 0*5 2§sv* 53*e deviation is not too 

great for higher energy. A possible e^lanatioa of the deviation is 

that compound nucleus formation by capture of neutrons with higher 

angular xosesaatum begins to become important, ©se law is based on 
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Xz o neutrons. If the highest effective # Is given by the relation 

Jt\ " S where a s iJj * ao-13 A3 is the nuclear raaius, then for I3^ 

Xz 1*5 iff* For Ba 5 0*5 Ifcav* X
s 1*1 so that 1 neutrons say begin 

to he 'iugiortmit although jt*»o neutrons pre&osiinste. At % * 2 Mer mm 

JL& 8 neutrons say have 002® effect* 

She pulse height spectra are tubulated to Table 1 and mi csasssple 

is shewn in Figure 4. SEheee spectra stow no structure. This my be 

due to poor resolutioa of the seintiilatloa spectrometer or to tine siaall 

level spacing in Z~SkJ(B ~ 3.3 ev at 1 Her (11535)* Heier and Shasaos 

(E55) find the sane result with therml neutrons.. They report very little 

structure for ®mm*zey energy 0.1 to 2*5 Haw except for weak peaks at 

0*255 Mev and .005 Mav# both below the energy range used in the present 

ej^serimant. 

The pulse height spectrum is the sraa of the pulse height fits* 

tributlons of the gassaa-ray spectrum, fo determine the gasasa*»ray 

spectrum* the pulse height spectrum must be unfolded by semis of known 

spectral response curves. This analysis is not yet complete. 



C0SCLUSI0H3 

X, Exo use of the Hal{Tl) scintillation spectrometer to 
O'? 1' 0-^'y 

observe the prosit gemma rays from the reaction «i '{»»?)* gives 

a relative cross section in good, agreement with the on© based on 

the induced activity of 1“"^ * 

2. Due to this agreesa&t, the use of the scintillation 

spactmaeier to smmms radiative neutron ee»ture cross sections of 

other elements* especially those with stable product nuclei* is 

prosilsing. Such a program is underway at She lice Institute. 

3» The use of the scintillation spectrometer to observe 

the {§sm&*T88r decay schemes is difficult due to eospHeated spectral 

response. Even if accurate response curves were available, only 

gross structure could be detected because of the resolution. 
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